LEARNING PATHS*

Earn your QPCR when you want, where you want. Build your personalized curriculum, gaining CRE knowledge and developing skills in areas where you need them.

Business & Leadership Skills

COMPLETE 35 HOURS

On-Demand Hours
Creative Problem Solving 1
Financial Intelligence 1
How to Make Yourself Indispensable 1
Increasing Your Emotional Intelligence 1
Meetings 1
Organizational Trust 1
Powerful Presentations 1
Resilience 1
Resolving Conflict At Work 1
Results That Matter 1
Skillful Corroboration 1
Talk Like a Leader 1

Virtual Courses (Live)
Applying Critical Thinking Techniques 4
Building Strategic Thinking Skills - 3-Part Series 6
Building Winning Relationships 3
Communicating for Results 4
Communicating a Winning Image 2
Ethical Leadership 4
Essentials of CRE Leadership 4
Everyone Communicates, Few Connect 4
Gaining Influence 4
Mastering the Art of Virtual Facilitation 4

Corporate Real Estate (CRE) Knowledge

COMPLETE 30 HOURS

On-Demand Hours
CoRE Fundamentals 3
Aligning CRE with Enterprise Business Goals 1
Communicating CRE’s Business Value 1
Introduction to Corporate Real Estate 6

Virtual Courses (Live)
Business Continuity Planning 2
CRE: What’s It All About 2
Introduction to CRE Finance 4
Introduction to Enterprise Alignment 4
Introduction to RE Impact on Financial Statements 4
Introduction to CRE Technology 4
Introduction to Workplace Strategy 4
Property Life Cycle 2

Available Hours 37

Develop Professional Network

COMPLETE 15 HOURS

In-Person Learning Hours
Campus Ambassador varied
Mentor Match varied
Volunteer Program varied

Available Hours Unlimited

*Curriculum subject to change. Additional opportunities will be added as the program evolves.